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ABSTRACT

Within the natural products field there is an increas-
ing emphasis on the study of compounds from mi-
crobial sources. This has been fuelled by interest in
the central role that microorganisms play in mediat-
ing both interspecies interactions and host-microbe
relationships. To support the study of natural prod-
ucts chemistry produced by microorganisms we re-
leased the Natural Products Atlas, a database of
knownmicrobial natural products structures, in 2019.
This paper reports the release of a new version of
the database which includes a full RESTful appli-
cation programming interface (API), a new website
framework, and an expanded database that includes
8128 new compounds, bringing the total to 32 552.
In addition to these structural and content changes
we have added full taxonomic descriptions for all
microbial taxa and have added chemical ontology
terms from both NP Classifier and ClassyFire. We
have also performed manual curation to review all
entries with incomplete configurational assignments
and have integrated data from external resources, in-
cluding CyanoMetDB. Finally, we have improved the
user experience by updating theOverviewdashboard
and creating a dashboard for taxonomic origin. The
database can be accessed via the new interactive
website at https://www.npatlas.org.

INTRODUCTION

Despite growing efforts to catalogue the known global sec-
ondary metabolome (e.g. COCONUT (1), LOTUS (2)), in-
consistent dereplicationmethodologies and high rates of re-
discovery still plague natural products discovery programs.
(3). TheNatural Products Atlas aims to address these issues
by collating a standardized database of all knownmicrobial
natural product structures, source organisms and citations.
This resource provides new discovery tools for the natural
products community, including a user-friendly open-access
platform for compound dereplication, and a standardized
dataset of microbial natural product structures for new tool
development. Recent tools that have incorporated the NP
Atlas database include SMART 2.0 (4), NP Classifier (5),
MIBiG (6), METASPACE (7) and the Natural Products
Magnetic Resonance Database (www.np-mrd.org).
The original publication in 2019 describing the Natural

Products Atlas contained 24 594 compounds and included
a web interface for manual exploration of the data (8). In
this new release we have increased the size of the database
to 32 552 compounds, created a newAPI infrastructure and
website to permit automated database queries, incorporated
biosynthetic and small molecule ontology terms, and added
full taxonomic descriptions of all source organisms, permit-
ting filtering of the database at any taxonomic rank. Finally,
we have performed an extensive re-curation of existing data
to update structures with partial or missing configurational
assignments. Together these advancements significantly im-
prove the coverage, accuracy, and utility of this open access
resource.
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METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION

Creation of Application Programming Interface (API)

A RESTful API for the underlying Natural Products At-
las database was created to facilitate extension and devel-
opment of our web services, and to provide developers with
facile access to the most up-to-date data and a suite of tools
for automated complex queries. We have migrated our rela-
tional datastore fromMySQL to PostgreSQL. This allowed
us to leverage theRDKit PostgreSQLdatabase cartridge ex-
tension, which provided full utility for chemical structure-
based queries. Administrative functionality for creating, up-
dating, and deleting data are included in an internal (non-
public) version of the API, which also keeps a detailed
changelog for improved data provenance. Additional cus-
tom search endpoints have also been added to simplify
data queries from the Natural Products Atlas website. The
FastAPI framework for Python was used to build the API.
We provide a detailed OpenAPI specification and interac-
tive documentation at https://www.npatlas.org/api/v1/docs.

Addition of full taxonomic hierarchy

Every entry in the Natural Products Atlas includes the
chemical structure, the original isolation reference, and the
source organism from the original isolation. In the initial re-
lease source organism information was limited to the genus
and species, as defined in the original publication. In the
new version of the database we have incorporated addi-
tional data from Mycobank (9) and The List of Prokary-
otic names with Standing in Nomenclature (LPSN) (10) to
include assignments at all taxonomic ranks. This required
us to refactor the origin tables in the database to accommo-
date terms for all taxa present in the compound database.
Currently, these include: domain (3), kingdom (2), phylum
(27), class (65), order (171), family (427) and genus (1,178).
To leverage this new information the search options in

both the Basic and Advanced Search pages have been up-
dated to accommodate filtering at any taxonomic rank.
This can be combined with other search terms or structure
or substructure searches to create custom search queries.
In addition, we have created a new taxonomy dashboard
that provides a visualization of compound diversity as a
function of source organism taxonomy (Figure 1). Finally,
the taxa in the Natural Products Atlas have been man-
ually aligned against the NCBI taxonomy (11) and both
NCBI taxonomy identifier (TaxId) numbers and links to
Mycobank/LPSN entries are provided for each rank in the
source organism section of the Compound page.

Manual curation of additional database entries

The original release of the Natural Products Atlas included
24 594 compounds and covered a period up to early 2019.
In this new release, we have expanded the database to 32 552
compounds, covering the period up to early 2021. This in-
cluded targeted curation of 50 priority journals relevant to
the field of natural products for 2019 and 2020, the insertion
of new compounds submitted to the database through the
deposition page on the website, and the integration of data
from other external databases (see below). In addition, we

continued our review of the historical literature to include
additional compounds missed during the original curation
effort. This included a retrospective review of existing data
and the removal of 119 compounds from protists that are
outside the scope of the Natural Products Atlas, as well as
the removal of 51 compounds that were not of natural ori-
gin. Currently the alignment between the Natural Products
Atlas andMIBiG 2.0 (a database of natural product biosyn-
thetic gene clusters) is complete and up to date. It is our
intention to maintain this alignment through ongoing bi-
directional data curation for future MIBiG releases.

Manual review of entries with incomplete configurational as-
signments

Retrospective evaluation of the database revealed that
∼10% of compounds were missing configurational infor-
mation at one or more chiral centers. Because many of
the original structures were derived from PubChem (12) or
ChEMBL (13,14) rather than de novo transcription from
the original papers into chemical drawing software we were
concerned that configurational information may not have
been captured in the original curation effort. To address
this, we manually reviewed all articles describing com-
pounds containing one or more undefined stereocenters
(3154 compounds total) to verify the accuracy of the struc-
tures. This resulted in 487 updated structures, as well as the
addition of 226 compounds not captured in the original cu-
ration effort.

Incorporation of external databases

A valuable aspect of the Natural Products Atlas infras-
tructure are the options for user depositions and correc-
tions. Although the number of reported corrections since
the original release has been low, new depositions have been
a steady source of information for the database. In ad-
dition, we have collaborated with external research teams
to integrate data from various specialty collections. The
largest of these efforts was the incorporation of the newly
created CyanoMetDB database of cyanobacterial natural
products (15). This included the alignment of structures
and compound names between the two databases, review
and correction of conflicts with source organisms and isola-
tion references, and the addition of 800 CyanoMetDB com-
pounds previously not present in the Natural Products At-
las. As with previous integration efforts, we have included
CyanoMetDB ID numbers for all relevant compounds, per-
mitting bidirectional navigation between the two resources.
Separately, Rudolf and co-workers recently performed a

systematic review of terpenoid natural products from bac-
terial sources (16). We have collaborated with the authors
of this review to integrate these data, including addition
of 311 new compounds and corrections to structures and
compound names for existing entries. Finally, we have also
incorporated in-house compound collections from several
academic research groups including the Müller laboratory
at the Helmholtz Institute for Pharmaceutical Research
Saarland (100 compounds) and the Clardy laboratory from
Harvard Medical School (75 compounds).
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Figure 1. (A) Taxonomy dashboard screenshot. Each entry in the visualization may be clicked to view more detailed information about compound distri-
butions within that taxonomic rank. (B) Visualization for all compounds of the bacterial class ‘Actinobacteria’.

Addition of chemical ontology terms

Two different chemical classification systems have recently
been developed for describing small molecule structures,
NPClassifier (5) andClassyFire (17). NPClassifier employs
a biosynthetic ontology that is specific to natural products
and is based on classifications that are widely accepted in
the natural products community. By contrast, ClassyFire is
a general classification system for small molecules (includ-
ing organic molecules) that is based on the ChemOnt on-
tology. Both classification systems enable the subdivision of
the database for targeted search applications, using terms of
relevance to the natural products community. In this new
release of the Natural Products Atlas, we have added classi-
fications from both systems to every entry. These data have
been added to the bottom of the Compound page and have
been added as search terms in the Advanced Search page.

Modifications to database structure

The original version of the database was built on a MySQL
relational database that included capacity for a single com-
pound name and source organism for each compound. Rec-
ognizing that molecules often have several synonyms in
the literature, and that compounds are frequently reported
from additional source organisms, we have refactored the
database structure and the search engine to accommodate
multiple entries for both fields. Currently, neither synonym
terms nor additional source organism lists are complete.
Work to identify and curate additional data in these two
fields is an ongoing objective for the next database release.

Creation of new website framework

The previous version of the database included a web in-
terface built on the Content Management System (CMS)
framework Joomla. Searches and interactive features were
developed using a mixture of PHP and JavaScript (JS), and
structure searches performed using a suite of custom tools
within the Marvin chemical drawing plugin. Development
of the new API provided an opportunity to simplify and
modernize the website framework. We have removed the
CMS layer and rebuilt the website from the ground up using
the Django framework for Python with templated HTML
pages and native JS for all interactive components and em-
ploying RESTful API queries for all search functions and
database access. This has improved response times, and
significantly simplified the framework for future develop-
ment. For example, development of search pages and cus-
tom dashboards was particularly challenging within the
CMS environment. This restriction has been removed with
the refactor of the website, reducing the barrier to develop-
ment for future data visualizations.

Additional download options

The number of download options for the database has been
increased in this new version. In addition to the original
TSV download of the full database we now offer an Ex-
cel version of the same TSV format, an SDF download
of all compounds, a structured JSON format for the full
database, and graphML exports of both the Cluster and
Node graphs displayed in the Explore section of the website.
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The SDF file is useful for importing into software that in-
corporates chemical structures, such as mass spectrometry
and nuclear magnetic resonance data processing packages.
The structured JSON is useful for developers who wish to
recreate structured elements of the database without pars-
ing the TSV file. The graphML files provide network rep-
resentations of the chemical diversity of the database that
were previously only available as interactive network visu-
alizations in the web interface. Finally, previous versions of
the database remain available to users via the Zenodo repos-
itory (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3530792).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data overview

The new release increases the size of the database by 8128
compounds: 3176 of fungal origin and 4952 of bacterial ori-
gin. Over the past 10 years (2011–2020) the number of new
compounds reported from bacterial sources has remained
roughly constant at ∼540 per annum. However, the number
of compounds reported annually from fungi has increased
dramatically during this same period, from 655 in 2011 to
1236 in 2020 (Figure 2A). This has been accompanied by
only a moderate increase in the number of publications on
fungal natural products over the same period, from 212 in
2011 to 308 in 2020. This suggests that recent reports on
fungal natural products are discovering more analogues per
study than was typical in the previous decade.
Notably, the number of compounds with low structural

similarity to known scaffolds has remained roughly con-
stant at ∼60 compounds per year (Figure 2B). This is in
line with our previous evaluation of compound novelty that
demonstrated a steady rate of novel compound discovery in
the presence of increasing rates of compound isolation. In
this context, novel compounds are defined as those com-
pounds which have maximum similarity scores <0.5 (Dice
similarity, Morgan fingerprinting with radius 2) when com-
pared to compounds from the same source type (bacterial
or fungal) isolated in prior years. Somewhat surprisingly
there is little difference between the rates of novel com-
pound discovery from bacterial and fungal sources, even
though many more fungal compounds are reported per
year.

Advantages of incorporating full taxonomic hierarchy

The addition of full taxonomic hierarchy and NP Classifier
descriptions provides an opportunity to examine the distri-
bution of compound classes across taxonomic space. Fig-
ure 3 presents the distribution of biosynthetic classes (NP
Classifier pathway) by taxonomic class. Interestingly, there
is strong consistency for the biosynthetic origins of com-
pounds within each of the three domains (bacteria, archaea,
and eukaryotes) but significant divergence in biosynthetic
distributions between domains. For example, most bacterial
classes are dominated by compounds of peptidic and hy-
brid polyketide synthase/non-ribosomal peptide synthetase
(PKS-NRPS) origin, whereas most fungal classes include
large numbers of polyketide and terpenoid natural products
but few peptidic or PKS-NRPS structures. This is in line
with other recent studies that have examined the biosyn-
thetic distributions of compounds from microbial sources

A

B

Figure 2. (A) Rates of compound discovery from bacterial (blue) and fun-
gal (red) sources over the period 2011–2020. (B) Rates of ‘novel’ compound
discovery from bacterial (blue) and fungal (red) sources over the period
2011–2020.

(18). Inclusion of these terms now permits users to filter
search results by both taxonomic origin and biosynthetic
class, enabling the creation of custom reference libraries for
either category. This is valuable for research groups that
study specific types of organisms (e.g. myxobacteria) and
developers creating annotation tools for specific compound
classes (e.g. DEREPLICATOR+) who require training sets
for specific compound classes.

Development of API and new website framework

The creation of a RESTful API further improves our com-
mitment to FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and
Reusable) data principles, (19) providing improvements to
two key facets: interoperability and reusability. Interoper-
ability is dramatically improved by providing a persistent
endpoint for other resources to automatically retrieve and
query the latest version of the database. Power users have
the added benefit of being able to construct complex queries
and download large slices of data. From a reusability stand-
point, the detailed changelog maintained by the API also
provides much clearer data versioning and provenance.
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Figure 3. Percentage of compounds in each NP Classifier pathway separated by taxonomic class.

The RESTful API was designed with four resources that
are closely interrelated: compounds, references, taxa, and
networks. These resources allow access to the data from
all four perspectives, with compound entries linking all the
data together. Supporting these four perspectives provides
a clear path to users from various disciplines to be able to
access or integrate data from the Natural Products Atlas
into their own projects. For example, a taxonomy or BGC
database is now able to automatically query and retrieve
data from our API about which compounds were origi-
nally isolated from a given taxon at any level on the taxo-
nomic tree. It also simplifies the development of novel dash-
boards and visualizations, such as our new taxonomy Dis-
cover dashboard (Figure 1).

Legacy data review

Retrospective review of database entries can significantly
improve database quality, particularly if existing data can be
used to highlight ‘outliers’ for re-examination. However, re-

curation of existing entries does not expand database cov-
erage, and is therefore typically of low priority for academic
database teams. Regular use of the Natural Products Atlas
revealed that a small but significant number of compounds
(∼10%) were missing configurational information at one or
more chiral centers. This could either be due to incomplete
configurational description at the time of discovery (more
common for older papers), or inclusion of an incomplete
structural representation from one of the public compound
repositories (PubChem, ChEMBL etc.). Re-evaluation of
these entries identified 487 natural products for which addi-
tional configurational information was available. More im-
portantly, this re-evaluation validates the existing structural
information, providing a strong foundation upon which to
build future database development efforts and improving
user confidence in the database contents.
A related issue is that natural product structures are occa-

sionally corrected due to re-isolation and re-evaluation (20),
computational reassessment of the original NMRdata (21–
23), or total synthesis (24,25). The Natural Products Atlas
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includes fields and search terms for reassignment data; how-
ever, the reassignment dataset remains incomplete. This is
a complex task because structural reassignments are rarely
the central objective of research studies. In consequence,
these results are often not mentioned in article titles, mak-
ing it time consuming to scan the literature for reassign-
ment data. Development of tools to automatically iden-
tify articles reporting structure reassignments is ongoing in
our group and forms one of the aims for the next cycle of
database development.
An ongoing challenge with database development is the

limited availability of machine-readable structure represen-
tations for new compounds. This significantly increases cu-
ration time due to the need tomanually enter new structures
and increases the number of structural errors. Recently, the
Journal of Chemoinformatics has adopted a chemical struc-
ture data template (26) and has begun to encourage authors
to deposit structure data as part of article submission (27).
As noted by the proponents, this policy will greatly improve
the FAIR properties of data from these articles. We hope
that other journals will adopt this forward-thinking policy
to improve access to chemical data and decrease the time
required to incorporate new articles in to subject databases.

CONCLUSION

The Natural Products Atlas has been structurally refac-
tored to incorporate a new RESTful API and a new frame-
work for the associated web interface. Within the database
itself we have expanded the coverage of taxonomic infor-
mation to include taxa at all levels and have added 8128
new compounds. These efforts extend current coverage to
early 2021, while also backfilling legacy compounds that
were omitted in the first iteration of the database and con-
firming or correcting the structures of all molecules missing
configurational information at one or more chiral centers.
Finally, we have added compounds from several custom
databases, and have included ontological terms from two
small molecule classification systems. Together, these im-
provements have expanded the range and scope of queries
that can be performed using the web interface and provide
new automated database access for developers of related ex-
ternal resources.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The Natural Products Atlas is available at https://www.
npatlas.org. The database is provided under a Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY
4.0). Documentation for the API is available at https://www.
npatlas.org/api/v1/docs.
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